Liver Transplantation in Unauthorized Immigrants in the United States.
Eleven million unauthorized immigrants reside in the US, and may account for 3% of deceased organ donors. Recently introduced Federal and state legislation propose to address access to organ transplantation among unauthorized immigrants. The national landscape of liver transplantation (LT) for unauthorized immigrants is unknown. We included all US LT recipients between March 2012 and December 2018, linked to Pew Center of Research data to estimate the population of unauthorized immigrants in each US state and by country of origin, based on US Census data. We categorized patients as unauthorized immigrants versus US citizens/residents. The main outcome measures were: (i) Proportion of LTs performed for unauthorized immigrants compared to proportion of unauthorized immigrants among total population in each US state; (ii) Graft failure and death post-LT. Of 43,192 LT recipients, 43,026 (99.6%) were US citizens/residents, and 166 (0.4%) were unauthorized immigrants. Among unauthorized immigrants, most LTs were performed in California (47%) and New York (18%). The absolute difference in proportion of LTs performed for unauthorized immigrants compared to the proportion of unauthorized immigrants among the total population differed among states, ranging from +20% in California to -12% in Texas. The most common countries of birth among LT recipients who were unauthorized immigrants were Mexico (52%), Guatemala (7%), China (6%), El Salvador (5%), and India (5%). In competing risk analysis, unauthorized immigration status (vs. US citizens/residents) was associated with similar risk of graft failure (sHR 0.74, 95% CI:0.40 to 1.34, p=0.38) and death (sHR 0.68, 95%:CI 0.36 to 1.29, p=0.23). CONCLUSION: LT for unauthorized immigrants is rare and disparities in access to LT by state are present. Patient and graft survival among unauthorized immigrants are comparable to citizens/residents. This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.